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''CONTROVERSIALS'' HIT CAMPUS
By MIKE HENSON, News Associate Editor

Two national figm·es will appear on the Xavier campus
next week. Father Peter O'Reilly, a leader in the recent
crisis at St. .John's University, will speak Wednesday,
April 19, in Kelley Auditorium. Thursday night. jn the
Armory, Norman Thomas, past presidential candidate,
will speak.
Fr. O'Reilly's topic will be
"''l'he New Look In Catholic Education.'' A philosophy Miacher at
St. John's, he was president of
the United Federation of College
'l'eache1·s chapter there. A leader
in the Discussion following the
erisis at St. John's early In 1965.
he helped to make the United
Fede1·ation a fot·ce in the teacher
demands.
America ma.g•azine, in its August 7, 1965 issue, ~in ts out

that O'Reilly's "real inlercsl is
academic fr e c do m. Whal he
wants most is an administration
that will not interfere with him
ot· the rest of the faculty in their
leaching."
Before students of. Hunter College, Fr. O'Reilly declared that
no university can demand that
its faculty teach something as
"h'ue." "The human mind," he
. stated there, "is theoretically

-News (Banana) Photo
THE STRENGTH OF A JESUIT EDUCATION is demonstrated as
Managing Editor Aranda defeats the determined efforts of Mounlees
Katie Welsh and Carol Mcllvoy to drown him in libl'ary fountain.
Hi, Jel'ryl

:xu

YD's Host· Conference;
Gilligan, Foley to Speak

1922.

The accent' will be on youth this week-end as 300 Young
Democrats from 32 states gather at the Hotel Alms for the
Collegiate Goals and Resolutions Conference. The Con. terence, hosted by the Xavier University YD's, faces two
.important problems: whal do college students feel are
the important goals of life ancl the reorganization of the
College Young Democrats so. that these goals can be effectively transmitted to the Democratic Party.
XUYD President Denny Riley
. emphasized thal the entire conference is open lo any student
for $12.00 and any seminar foL'
~1.50.

Convention festivities begin tonight with a coc.k.tail par6· at
10:30. The main "''ork comes tomorrow morning with the meet•
ing of the goals seminars. Speakers for these seminars are: DI'.
George Wing (Xavier University)
on Population, Mr. Al Bilik
(Hamilton County Democratic
Party) and Dt-. Lawrence Don•
nelly (Xavier University) on
I..abor - Management Relations,
Dr. Eric Weise (University ot
Cincinnati) on Inlemational At•
fairs, Mr. Jack Hansen (Directo1·
Community Action CommissionCincinnati a1·ea) on The Pl'Ob•
I.ems ot Povei·ty, and Dr. Stylvano Cicak (Univet·sity of InJiana) on the Thl'eat of the New
Left. The speake1·s will th1·ow
out ideas to initiate the semina1·
but the focal point of the diseussioft5 will lie with the college
ltudents. Admission to these
1eminars is open to anyone, re1-iu·dlcss of political affiliation.
Du1·ing the a rte moon the Political Committee will meet, The
Committees will be concerned
with: Campaigning, Communications, Ways and Means, and Reorganization. Admissions to these
committees will be limited to
those who attend the whole Convention and voling to club delegates.
The lleorr:rnizatio11 CommUtee

Is the most important committee.
U will be the pu1·p08e of tl1i1
eommittee to make proposal»
eenceminc &he reorcanizalloa

er

the College Young Dems to the
Demom·atic National Committee.
Keynoting the Convention will
be Charles L. Wellner, the
Deputy Chairman of the Young
Americans Division of the Democratic Nation a 1 Committee.
Weltner, who refused re-election
to Congress since he would have
to run on a ticket headed by
Lester Maddox in Geor.gia, holds
the hope that Young Democrat~
will begin looking towards the
future considering the pl'Oblems
and seeking the solutions in a
new "Spirit of '76.''
The proceedings Saturday will
be climaxed by a dinner and
dance. The Honorable John J.
Gilligan, ! or m e r Congressman
from Cincinnati's. 1st District,
will be Toastmaster. The Honorable Thomas Foley, Cong1·essman
from the 5th District ot Wash·
in&jon, will be the main speaker.
Fcil<~y, only 34, is serving his
second term in the U. S. House
of Representatives.
Sunday morning there will be
a continental brealdast lo com~
plete the Convention schedule.
'l'he eonferenee sehedule i11 set
as follows:
Frlday7:00-12:00-Re&'lstratton.
10:00-Rules and <.:redentlals
Committees.
10:30-12:30 - Fonnal Cocktail
Party.
Saturday9:00 - Y 0 UN G A!UERICAN
GOALS--lnh·oduclion. Dennis L.
Riley, President XUVD; Keynote,
Hon. Charles L. Whellner,
10:00-Seminars.
11:30-Break.
12:30-Polltleal Kernote, HOii,

free and consequently, one must
be asked lo teac:h only that whic:h
he secs and not what he is told
to sec."
Father O'Reill~· was in th\?
philosophy department of Xavier
before St. John's invited him l<t
bec:omc part of its faculty. Former students at Xavier remember him as perceptive. articulot•!,
and very knowledgeable in his
field.
1'11omas will discuss "the neo•
essity of a new sol'l of fol'ei;:-n
policy. If the1·e is to be anir
t1·uly Great Society or if the
present gene1·a lion or students i.t
to have a chance to Ii ve in de·
cency to anything like my p1·es·
ent ai:·e, we shall need it soon,''
Norman Thomas is one o[ the
most illustrous figures in American history. He graduated from
Princeton in 1905, received a
degree from Union 'rheological
Seminary in 1911. He was round•
er and edilot· or the \\'orld 'J'o·
mol'l'OW from 1918-1021, and as•
sociatc editor of the Nation. 1021-

-News (Beclrnwn) Piiato

GLORIA KANIS, a \ale entrant in the Junior Prom Queen competition, strikes a pensive pose while her political machine makes a
last-ditc:h effort lo sweep her to victory.

As dircclot· of the Leagup for
Inclusll'ial Democrac.v he went
into politics Jornrnlly, He ran
for mayor or New York twice,
govemor of the slate once, .incl
was a sixlime candidate for lh~
presidency .
Thomas' effect on the Americ.in
people has been rntecl by Arlhur
Schlesinger. His ·'hum~ne <1ncl
appealing l'ersion or Soei<ilism
won many di~ciples in the
ehurehes and on the campt1!'es.
He Americanized Soei;di~m t".>r
the middle cl~1ss."

Vietna1n Rally Causes Co11troversy;
Scandal Res11lts Fro111 Fl)Ter War
By

~llKE

HENSON, News Associate Editor

'Two students were present at the Pro~War 11011-rnlly
held Wednesday at 1:30 at. the fountain in front or the
library. Dan Strome and Gary Rosenberg·. showed u1>.
They stood around, gazed into the fountain, and pitched
pennies from long distance. Reported Strome, "We just
came out of. curiosity, to see wh'> fell for it and who didn't."
A flu1·ry of pamphleteering and
sign posting preceded the rally
ea1·1ier in the week. The first in
the series appeared Monday. A
flye1· and a set of signs called
for a "pro-wa1· rally" to be held
on the library steps Wednesday.
This was followed by another
fir et· condemning the rally. It
l'ead, in part, "We do not feel
a war rally can solve our present
problems in the world arena;. we
do not feel that such a mob can
intellectualize; we do not, in
shot·t, feel that mobs are capable
of any action which will enhance
Cba1·le11 L. Wheltner.
1:00-Committee meetings.
3:00-Genei·al A!ISembly.
5:30-Break.
7 :00-Dinner.
9:30-Danee, Denny Hegel and
his 01·cbesh'a.
SundayH:ff-Contlnenbl Breakfa11t.

the betterment of man
. any
attempt to gather will be picketed."
The phamphlet was signed
simply, "Student Peace Union."
On 1'uescla y, students enterin&'
the eafeMirla for dinner found
tlyers labelled "HOAX" on each
table. rut out b1" a croup callinc- themselves the "Guy Fawkes
Committee,'' it claimed to be
makln' an expose of the people
behind the rally. "JI seems as if
this '''OllP of intellectuals wanted tn show how S'l'UPID the student body is, how quickly the.v
would respond tn irralinnal a11·
peals, how uncritically t h e y
would think.
"This group wanted to show
that the Xavier student~ essentially do not want democrac;y
or t'l·ee speech. The po~tcr~ emplrnsized suppressing criticism!
Something which only nondemoc1·atic, totalitarian and anti-

I

I
I

ii1ldledual

e 1 cm c n ls

cuuld

\.Vnnt.''
1( named the •·intclkt·lt1<1ls" ;,;;;
The Essentially Modcr:itr i\10111wciler, Michael G. Ferri. Dnvict
Bil·d, l\•[ichael C:allngher, and
Jack Wuest.
These students then reb1lialect
with a vigorous denial. A [inal
flyel' headed "We Are Innocent!
We Are Innocent!" slated. "It is
no concern of ours that some
of the students arc intellcclual
tories who sally forth from our
beloved halls to make undignified protestations before th<!
C>Qdess of the Slatu~ Quo.'' rt
challenged the Guy Fawkes Committee to a debate and in:;istect
that they either substantiate their
claim or make a public: npolo.!!.Y.
Appeal'ing al the height of the
rally,· Michael Ferri reporll'd,
"We were slanclc:'t'ccl and villified
unmerc:ifull.Y and bc>yond all
e\·iclencc by thosf' who do not
e\·en h;:i,·e the cournge lo write
down ltwir names. We found
them (the HOAX leaflet~) repulsil·c. What we \\'ant lo know
is who the Guy Fa wk es Com•
mitlt'e is.''
The lnLth ma,\' ne\"Pl' comC' out,
but al press lime specu lat imu
were either the Montwciler-l"•:rrl
faction, the Sodalily, or Cf.\.
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News Platform For
Progress At Xavier:

Editorials

Enquiring Into ...
Academic Freedom
Every year the journalistic world seems to hit upon a
topic and print it to death - last year it was the existence
of God, today it is academic freedom. 'fhe latest candidate for the honor of Doctor of Academic Freedom and
Defender of the Faith is the editorial staff of the Cincinnati Enquirer. In a recent three-quarter page editorial the
paper seeks the answer to the question, "Does Academic
l<"reedom Have a Futm·e?"
ln an attempt to define academic freedom, they exlract
a <1uote from f<Jncyclopedia Britannica. It is defined as a
••professional claim to certain responsibilities and immunities in the interest of the scientific and scholarly research
and of the leachng and learning process." By including
the phrase "teaching and learning process" most intelligent people would assume that this includes both the
teacher and student, but this is where one fails to conEider the logic of the Enquirer.
Four paragraphs later the editorialist states, "lt should
l1e clear also that it (academic freedom as they had defined it earlier) is a privilege of the educator, not of the
studenl." ;\;aturally we exhibit a certain immaturity if we
point out that it is not clea1· why academic freedom excludes the student, and it is only at a risk of showing a
degree of bias that we ask our peers to support this statement. It seems obvious to us that academic freedom im·
plies certain rights, privileges, and responsibilities of the
academy. Now the academy is composed of three parts,
hence academic freedom im pliei> a.pplicalion to all three
, parts.
Let's take an obvious example to prove our point.
The student has a responsibility to seek truth. 'J'his sounds
highly idealistic and rather trite, but is it? How many
studen Is spend theil' college careers observing only the
formalities of an education'? They memorize a book and
take a test. But is this a sem·ch for truth? Most students
would rather accept any and all statements from a professor as dogma without the thought ever crossing his mind
to ask "why."
On the other hand. the majority of professors are quick
to support the type of student who sits passively at his
desk quietly copying his e\'ery word. So many professors
assume the role of dogmatist, manifesting liltle interest
in students questioning what they say. It is this type of
"teacher" who opposes the right of the student to a course
evaluation.
Thus the clearest 1·efutation of the claim students are
excluded from academic freedom is their responsibility,
~nd right, to seek truth.
-T.L.L.

What "Class Gift?''
The recent letter by Richard C. Schmitt, president of
the Class of '67, brings to light a very interesting point.
1f we may be permitted to refresh your memory, Mr.
Schmit! says, "Earlier in the year you indicated to me the
interest of the Xavier News in giving editorial support to
a particular suggestion for the class gift . . . To the best
of my knowledge no action was taken by the Xavier News
in the form of an editorial lo support the suggestion."
We would like to point out that with less than two
months left of the current year, you, Mr. Schmitt, have yet
to provide us with a selection to support. As recently as
Jast week you were still talking about two suggestions,
indicating a lack of decision. on someone's part. Since the
campaign for contributions is drawing to a close and no
announcement has been made on the nature of the gift,
it appears rather ridiculous and bordering on the absurd to
wait until after a fund-raising drive is completed to state
what the funds were raised for in the first place.
As for our own suggestions, a careful reading of the
editorial Mr. Schmitt found so objectionable will find that
we proposed several suggestions, for example: "a simple
increase of a single teacher's salary; money to the scholara>h ip fund or building fund; or books for the library."
Finally, in a closing blast, showing a-tremendous literary
talent, Mr. Schmitt writes, "Perhaps if you were lo offer
tmpport and encouragement to the Senior Class rather
than editorial harassment, the Senior Class gift might
t;tand in a somewhat more favorable light." All we can
tiay is that rather than "editorial harassment" the contempt in which the Senior Class gift is viewed reflects
a Jack of initiative, drive, and planning. How can we harass a gift that has not even been decided on yet? Mo1·eover, if the job had been done right in the beginning there
would be no grounds for "harassment."
-'f.L.L.

Editorial Shorts
A note to Muskies who might be thinking or taking a
date to dinner: A 1·ecent psychological sludy of manied
women concludes "one of the best predictors of a woman's
being able to enjoy sex is her ability to enjoy food."

•

•

•

Seniors are reminded that graduation is less than two
months a.way. If you hear of anyone planning any sort of
official exercises would you kindly Jet the rest of the class
know. 'l'o date there has been a noticeable .lack of an-

nouncements frnm the admlnistl'ators.

e Continued implementation of
the concept of the university as
a community oJ educated people
seeking truth, as evidenced by
the inclusion of studenu on significant university commietees.
e Continued raising ol academic
standards and quality of instruction to keep pace with improving facilities.
e More and higher quality retreat opportunities for Xavier
students, to be made possible in
part by the elimination of the
yearly retreat obligation and thus
the campus triduunu.
e Increased intelligent thought
and discussion by all Xavier students.

*

*

: .Letters to the Editor ·
"

'

* *

'Alumnus Armstrong Sees Dayton Situation as
Outgrowth of "Implementation of Vatican- II"
t>eumenical circle widens a. n d
The current discussion on the more persons become interested,
campus of the University of Day. our conc~pts are open to que~tion
ton does not appear to be an is- and cherished platitudes are, resue of academic freedom in the furnished on assuming that they
same sense that has occurred on are implementing the intent of
other campuses relative to the Vatican II. The Christian layman
role of authority. The issue ·to must be given adequate explana·
me, as a layman, is the require- tion of thoughts that are in conment for an expression of an in- flict and each must be addressed
dividual's thoughts and concepts intellectually and honestly. Pereither as a teacher or as a stu- haps the laity is beginning to
appreciate that the spirit of Vatdent.
Assuming t h a t universities, ican II is significantly deeper
and this includes Christian uni- than liturgical change, or of Latversities, is in part a forum for in giving way to English in the
the expression of thought, it fol- services. There is a deeper conlows that the authorities of I.he viction that the individual must
Archdiocese, as well as the laity, come to some very personal and
have reason to be adequately ultimate conclusions w i t h the
informed on the issues and be Christian concept of life. Curpermitted to make a personal rently many of those being· ex•
evaluation in good consciousness, posed will not, and perhaps· they
The laity have a right tQ ex- should not in all cases, agree with
press their thought and the au- the pre-Vatican II concepts. The
thorities have a ~uty and re- Church au·thorities must reconcile
sponsibility to clearly state the itself to the huge and important
task of communicating intelliissues involved.
The incident at the University gently with the Christian layof Dayton is the beginning of a man, both Catholic and Protesseries of similar incidences that tant.
will occur until the implementaThe administrative challenge is
tion of Vatican II is completed, an interesting study of manageand I dare say that this will take ment in that a significant measthe better part of a generation. ure of public display of Christian
Hence, it is not so much a ques- thought is shifting away from the
tion of the right to be heard bi.it administrative office of the diorather an uneasy apprehension cese and· in part from the pulpits
that an out-dated form of church of the parish church and is being
administration stemming from · mor·e significantly displayed by
p a s t organizational practices, our universities and colleges. This
would constrain or bring about is a "logical evolution and a Christhe termination of ecumenical tian college is an excellent means
discussion without a full hearing for such thoughts to be incubated
or understanding.
and expressed. In fact, this pracIn today's world, the layman tice ·while perhaps new in the
of our Church probably "is more U. S. is not new to
seat of
moti\rated than ever bef~re that
the Church is both "mother and
teacher." Not only does the Archdiocesean authority have the re- 'J'O '!'HE ~Dl'l'OR OF THE N•:W.S:
sponsibility to state a position
Very often we take things for
on matters of conflict, it has an
granted.
To some, it is our parintrinsic responsibility to p u t
ents;
to
others,
our friends; and,
thoughts and concepts in a context of easy unde1·standing for quite tragicaJJy, to many it is the
the laity without the threat of Church. This last case is of most
punitive administrative actions, concern to me, and here I make
wherein thoughts when expressspecial reference to BeJiarmine
ed can give reason for serious
Chapel. I have attended Mass at
discussion in the pursuit of truth.
the University chapel every SunThus, administrators of this dioday during the school year for
cese mu.st recognize that administ'he past five years; and, until retrative actions being substituted
cently, I had not consciously nofor ecumenical dialogue will gain
ticed the alarming number of
very little and will perhaps cause
studenlc; who contribute nothing
a very serious erosion in memto the collection taken at Mass.
bership.
Were the reasons for not giving
The issue appears to be a to be asked, I'm sure they would
complex matrix of theological,
run the gamut from inability to
philosophical, sociological and or- indifference. But the simple fact
ganizational challenge. We all remains: we are neglecting our
must accept that its origin is obligation.
basic in the results of Vatican II,
wherein John XXIII wanted to
S i n c e Bellarmine Chapel is
bring the teachings of the Church affiliated with a parish in addieunent with the problems facing tion to being a University church,
man and the wol'ld today. & the many fail to 1ive becaw;e "this
TO THE EDJTOR OP THE MZW8:

the

learning of the European schools
that had their origin within the
Mother Church. .
·
We, the laity, are well aware
that as ·ideas· develop, whether
they be theological, philosophical,
etc., can not be constrained or
aribitrarily terminated f o r ·t h e
convenience of any "establishment" over a long period of time
without significant s a c r i f i c e,
Thought and concepts of ideas
during their period of incubation
can be in error without too much
difficulfy. few theories can be
law upon their initial conception.
Formality a n d the burden of
bureaucratic organizational arrangements can easily deny" cr~
ativity and reduce intellectual
speculation to a very constrained
and pithy analysis.
The history of. man is living
proof of the vengeance that can
be reaped by man in the name ~f
a God who lacks compassion and
love. John XXIII, being motivated by the Holy Spirit, recognized the need of· Christian love
in order that all of us who grope
in the secular· city may have
some good and tangible benchmarks by which we can lead a
good and useful life.
In summary, our particular
sanction of the Midwest should
be very thankful for the oppor·
tunity that we have been given
by the University of Dayton to
initiate and to be part of serious
discussion as to the modern. day
application of the sacrifice on
Calvary.
Sincerely,
W. Frank Armstrong, '41
3223 Lenox Drive
Kettering, Ohio 45429

Neglect of Obligation Charged
isn't my parish church." They
couldn't be more wrong. A quick
look at t•he schedule of Masses
shows that it was made with the
students in mind. Many Masses
in the morning and two in the
early afternoon and evening enable the students to attend Mass
at their convenience. It one wants
to receive Communion daily, he
can do so at 11 :25 a.m. Confessions are also available on a frequently scheduled basis or whenever the student feels a special
need,
The Chapel Is on the campus
for the spiritual welfare of the
students. Some ()f these students
are not fultilling the obligation
they have to contribute to ita
support. I believe that it is time
to begin to give and give generously, It is a duty that is lon1
overdue.
Sincerely,
Micllael Burke Humbert.
Class o.I 1966.
·
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L<~ltt~rs

to the Editor

Coach Victim of Circumstances;
Ruberg Deserved Better Fate
TO TUE EDITOR

m·

'l'IIE NEWS:

I was very fo1·tunate this year
to see every home basketball
game, plus a c o u 1> l e of road
games, and the treatment accord.
ed Coach Ruberg from his sixth
man or the Xavier student body,
especially at the last few home
games, was a disg1·ace to say the

Spring Mobilization Ready;
Two XU Students Join March
By JOHN GETZ, News Editor-in-Chief

forced to the sideline and was in
a Chicago hospital fo1· the last
two games. The loss of two 6'8"
potential starters, the brnken lingers which caused Dave Lynch
to miss four ball games, an ankle
sprain which left Tim O'Connell
a question mark from game to
game, the emergence of John
Zeides as a life-saver for one
game and to be lost with an ankle
sprain for the remainder of the
year. The next day, and the final
blow, the loss of the captain
of the ball club for the last six
games because of scholastic difficulties.
Facing all the misfortunes encountered by Coach Ruberg and
his staff for the past basketball
campaign, I fail to see the justification for the sellout to the coach
by the sixth man across the floor,
and I hope a more open and fairminded section of students is in
attendance next year when the
misfortune may work in reverse
and a post-!;eason will find Xavier in one of the national tournaments.
Sincerely,
Jim Kiefer.

Pal{e Three

Ap1>roximately 200,000 people, including at least two
Xavier students, l\like Maloney and Jack Weist. are antici1lated lo attend tomorrow's Spring Mobilization to End
the War in Vietnam. ;Scene of the march will be New York
City's Sheep Meadow in Central Parle from where the
demonstrators will march to the U. N. Building beginning
at l l a.m.

The Mobilization will proceed
despite charges late last month
from the House of Representa~east.
tives
Committee on Un-American
Let's look at the overall picActivities that Communists are
ture. Practice started in October
the principal organizing rorce
with prospects of a great season
behind this and many other demonstrations held during the past
for Xavier; one which the entire
week, d e s i g n a t c d "Victirnm
coaching staff has wot·ked hard
Week."
to achieve. Befo1·e the first game
is ever played, Xavier loses a
Keynote speech al the Mobili6'8" starter off of last year's
zation will be delivered in the
team because he just didn't want
afternoon by the Rev. Dr. Martin
to play basketball. There went a
Luther King. S e v e r a I other
starting forward and back-up
speeches and exhibits will also
man for Luther Rackley. Another
be offered.
8'8" player, through no fault of
Plans call for another demonhis own, except his heart ·was as
stration to occur simultaneously
big as his frame and running
in San Francisco.
over with intestinal fortitude,
A statement issued by the Motl'ied to get in shape too fast from
bUlaaHon's orl'anisinl' commit•
a horrible motorcycle accident
tee saira, ''This plll'rimal'e for
that would have finished the avpeaee in Vietnam will be in reei·age man, was limited to spot
spome to the eall i ss • e d by
du~y until he too was finally
prominent Americans from all
walks or Ille who believe that the
lJnited States · abould stop &be
bOmbinc at once, initiate a eease·
fire, reeo111lse the National Lib·
eratloa Front as a party to. aair
TO THE EDITOR or THl!l Nl!lWS:
the. Ruberg-coached teams em- aecottatloM, and provide a elear
. eommitmeat to speedJ wltbdrawEven though Xavier basketball ployed.
al el troops, on &be principle ol
Even though Ruberg has been
has been far from imp1·essive rec.ell-determination lw tlle Viet·
criticized on account of his wideord-wise under Don Ruberg, I
aameae.••
doubt very much if ·it will be open offensive tactics, he would
The purpose of the mobilizasurpassed for sheer excitement. 'have been tarred and feathered if
tion
is to "say to humanity that
I will be the first to agree that he had adopted the style of bas·
millions of Americans are deeply
winning basketball overshadows ketball offered by our cross-town
opposed to this war and have
exciting basketball, as the Uni- rivals. The fact is-and let's face
come together in a dramatic and
versity of Cincinnati bas proven. up to it-diehard Muskie roundvisible
manner to express a funHowever, there's no way that ball fans crave excitement at its
damental unity qf. purpose; ...
Cincy's slow-down, deliberate, best, and this excitement sud"Namely that regardless of the
and boring offense would gain denly palled from the Xavier
many genuine differences which
at)proval with Xavier fans, the sports· scene when nice guy Don
often separate and divide us, we
majority of which are proponents Rubcrg turned in his resignation,
Americans are determined to go
John Hoernemann, '67.
of the run-and-gun attack which
b!lck to our communities and do
all that we possibly can lo convince our fellow citizens that
this war must be stopped!" the
statement said.
The House Committe on UnAmerican Activities r e p o r t,
Al.though 1ialf of society might Fmm all responsibility
"Communist Origin and Manipudisagree, the source of sexual
In sexual activity.
amenities is 1iot the male. He may With pompous words I've warped lation of Vietnam Week," says
the aims of these demonstrations
often submit a plea for them, but
the facts
are to reverse the U. S. policy
the female retai11s the judgment.
Distorting how the male reacts. of resisHn1 Communism in Vietlt is she who determines the ebb
nain, u n d e r m i n e the United
and flow of sexual morality. Al To "Notebooks" I confine my
Slates, destroy an,. possibility of
please
11 result, the female deserves call
esbbllshin1 a stable democratic
For sexual amenities."
of the C7'edit for a world tohich
is chaste, or carnal.
Your Lordship, oft the male will pyernment In Vietnam and pro•
mMe a Coamnaaili takeover
prate,.
-Tom Grcwelle, XU News.
tllere.
"Trust me and cooperate."
The Committee names two
Rarely- does he remedy
1roups as the planners and 01·The lack of global chastity.
g.anizerS1. of the demonstrationsTO THB llDITOR OP THE NEWS:
the Student Mobilization Com•
Hypocris7 were better hid;
T h e following is submitted
mittee
and the Spring Mobilizaalong with a plea that Mr. Gra- Your Ego has ignored your Id.
tion Committee. It says "Com·
The
1·ighteous
pose
that
you
adopt
velle be placed on popular dismunists are playing dominant
play on the camival midway (to My Muse has labeled "Hostile roles" in both organizations.
Fop."
replace the Tobacco Road people,
The student group, the Com"
-Carmine Bell.
or course), whe1·e he might read
mittce states, grew out of a conhis column to all who saunter by
ference in Chicago last Decemin search of a hea1·ty chuckle or
ber, called by Bettina Aptheker
a healthy wretch.
of the Communist Party's National Committee, to organize a
My carefree; spirited, laughinl
nationwide student strike against
Muse
the
war in Vietnam. The conferHad just pel'used The Xavier 'l'O THE EDITOR OJ' THE Nl:WI:
ence decided to limit the stdke
. A "short" reply to your edi- proposal to a few key campuses,
New1.
We conversed; t asked her why torial short, with its snide tone. buf to stage extensive on-and-off
"Thoughts at Random" caught You say, "because •everyone has campus student demonstrntions
a minor in Philosophy' it is not throughout this past week.
her eye.
recognized on your diploma as a
The aim of the Spring MobiliShe replied. amusement growing, minor." May I po i n t out that
zation Committee is to stage to"What inane, pedantic crowing!" neither major nor minors are morrow as a culmination to VietHer snicker swelled into a roar; "recognized on yo u r diploma." nam Week, the lal'gest demonstration ever to take place in the
Collapsed in midh, she spoke no The diploma recognizes the
the student has earned, but men• U. S. against the war in Vietnam.
more,
lions neither the subject in which The two committees joiiled forces
I envied her this jolly spell the student majored nor either of to insure the success o! theil'
Could it be that Lo1·d G1·avelle the two minors he has worked in.
joint projects.
Has boldly b1·oached the subject of Maybe we should give no credU
The CommHtee reperi ldentl•
Morallt7 in sexual lo\•e?
in an.r subject.
.... to.-l'allklas eem.11111a• ..
1te1q ..-elated wltll tile Cbleace
~UI ..,eaketh the authoritr.
Orrin T. Wheeler, S.1.,
Auociate Reli~,.r. · ·
..ZIG, 1:p, .atield - .

Excitement Leaves Sports Scene
With Ruberg's Resignation

tees spearheading the demonstrations. Among them are He1·1>e1·t
Aplhcker, leading theoretician of
the Communist 1•arty; !\like Zagarell, the Party's National Youth
Director; Arnold Johnson, the
l'arb's public relations di1·ecto1·;
Bettina Apthekcr. described by
the Committee as the Party's "top
youth agitator"; Carl Bloice, first
publica&ions d ire c t or of the
W.E.B. DuBois Clubs; Robert
Heisler, former DuBois Clubs'
National Committeeman, and Al·
bert Lima, C h a i r m a n of the
Northern California Distrlet of
the Communist Party-all members of &be Communist Party's
National Committee,
Trotskyist Communists, t h e
Committee report says, arc also
prominent in the organization o[
Vietnam Week: They include
Fred Halstead, National Committeeman; Joel Britton, Chicago
ol'ganizer, and Jack. Bal'nes, New
York organize1· of the Trolskyisl
Communist organization, the Socialist Workers Pa1·ty, and Lew
Jones, 1966 National Chairman
of the Tl'Otskyist youth group,
the Young Socialist Alliance.
Representative Edwin E. Willis,
Chairman of the Committee, said
evidence indicates that the 01·ganizers of Vietnam Week may
succeed in their basic objective

of staging the largest nnd most
extensh·e demonstrations against
the war in Vietnnm.
"We must keep in mind, howC\'CL', that they originally hoped
to tum out r;oo,ooo people for
their march in Ne\\' York and the
same number for their San Francisco march and dcmonstrationa total of 1.r.00,roo pncplc. I ::im
con\'inced they will not gd anything like this number. rt \\'ill
be a Communist fail11rc in tl'iS
respect, though they will succeed in pro\·idino; a lot or p;ri~t
for the 11·or'dn:idc Communist
propao::ancl::i mill.
''Naturally. this is disturbing.
Tl is encouraging, ho1•!e1·cr. to
know that the grent mnjorit.1· or
students in this country arc refusing to have anything to dt>
with Vietnam Week and c!'unterdemonstrations are bcin- or':'anizcd on some campuses."
The Committee report flt•ds
&hat !!'htbal publieit,- will be i:-iven to the· Vietnam Week demonstrations b,- Communist 11ro.,<t~andists in all parts of &he wm·hl
and will have the following effects:
(a) It will give aid and comfort to the Communists everywhere, particularly in Vietnam;
(b) Among non-CommurislF. it
will tend to cre::ite the false impression that a truly large segment of the U. S. population is
vehemently 01>posed to this country's policy in Vietnam:
(c) U. S. leaders will be faced
with greater difficulties in convincing our allies of the correctness of this country's policy ill
Vietnam.

For Whom Does Bell Toll?
XU Typist Sounds Off

Wheeler Defends
Diploma Policy

•esre•

o-1-.... ........... _...

WE'RE IN A BATTLE," Rev. John Felten, professor of classi&l
languages tells audience at TSCL last weekend. The panel discussion,
featuring Dr. Albert Anderson, associate professor of education;
Bob Joseph, vice-president of student council; Wally Koral, vice·
president of sodality; and John Getz, editor of the News, was pa1·t
of a day of talks and discussions on Christian leadership and involved
.students from numerous colleges in several states.
-News (Banana) Photo

Tuesday's News on Friday
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF ...••••••••••••••••••••.•••...... John R. Getz
MANAGING EDITOR •• •• ••••••••••••••••• , ••.. James C. Aranda
EXECUTIVE EDITOR •••••••••••••••••••••••. Thomas L. Gravelle
S:?ORTB EDITOR .....••••••••••••••............. John J Ploscik
ASSOCIATE EDITORS ••••• •• •••••••• Michael Henson, Paul Maier
MAKEUP EDITOR ••••••••••••••••••••••.••.•••.. Frank Sheppard
COPY EDITOR .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• James Engel
EDITORIAL EDITOR .•• • ••..• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • .. Tony Lane
EVENING DIVISION EDITOR ...••••••••••.••••••... Patti Romes
CARTOONISTS ....... Dan Gardr,er, Marie Bourgeois, Bt>b Duncan
CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER .•••• •••• •••••••••........ Paul Beekman
CIRCULATION DIRECTOR .• ••••• .................. Frank Brad7
COLUMNISTS ••••••••••••• , •••••••••••• Jim Luken, Bill Ba liner .
MODERATOR ............ •••• •• .................. Thomas Young
BUSINESS MANAGER •••••••••••••••••••............. Jack Jeffre
REPORTERS ••• , ••••••••••.•••••••.•. : ... Jim Izanec, Rich Arena~t
Steve Slama John Hoerneman, Phi
Schmidt, Da~e Thamann. Linus Bieliauskas Joe Rosenberger, Pat Kelley,
Mike Scott. Mike Boylan, Jim Cusentino,
Patty La Grange.
Pohllah•d w•Pkl1 dorin!I'. tbr achoo! JHr except d11rin1r ue.ali!JD •'!d n~minn~loa
•eriod1 ltr Xawlu Uninr11&1. U1mllton Coun&r. llnn1toa, <J1nc1nnot1. Ohio •5-0T.
ea.oo per rear.
.
...,
htere• . . . . . . . elH1 -uer·Oet••" ltd, a& tll• ..., OHie• •&
ale. . . . . tlaa .U& el Marcil lo ll'lt.
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Pare Four

MUSKIES SURPRISE ON DIAMOND
By RICHARD ARENAS, News Sports Reporter

On April 6 the baseball playing .Muskies extended their
winning streak to nine games by taking a twin bill from
H~mover CoJlege. 'l'he first game was won by junior left
hander Jen·y ~.,ederle. Although the Muskies were limited
to just two hits, those by Capt ..Jim Hoff and Rich Donnelly, they taJJiecl three runs, one more than needed.
Federle limited Hanover to one bit, walked one and struck
()Ut six.
Jn the second game, the Muskie
runs exploded for 15 hits and
12 n;ns. Tom Higgins· and Dick
Fichrer both collected three ruts
11picce while Shepard, Hollman,
rind Tensing added two each.
Fichrer's three hits were good
.for six R.B.I.'s. John Tepe picked

I

up his third win in a fine relief
performance and became Xavier's winningest pitcher of the
young season.
On April 8 Xavier eidended lts
winninr streak to 10 rames u
senior pitcher and part-time lint
base coach and umpire "Froc"

Slanla evened bis record at 1-1
by hurllns a II-hitter acalnst
Miami UnlvenHJ'. Men of the
hour in this l'ame were Brevln&',
Donnelly, Holl, and Flebrer, eaeh
eollectln&' twe llits. "Bullet arm"
Hoff hid &we doubles and "Flel•
ireneral" Donnelly had one. The
longest hH ot the irame was a
triple by O'Connell.

ngain Hoff had two hits apiece doubled and O'Connell followed
to pace the Muskie attack.
with a slnrle, rood for one R.B.J.
On April 10 Xavier had its ID the filth Hoff led off wit.It
11-game winning streak snapped a double and Martin sllll'led bhft
by Morehead Unive1·sity. Rich hame. Ia the slxtb Donnelly roi ;
Clifford pitched brilliant ball a bit. Shepard sinrled and Don~
\
until the ninth inning when nelly went to third. Shepard 11to1; ·
Morehead ripped of! four straight aeeond and Donnelly ·lftade •
hits and two runs. X didn't make · break for home, Darin&' tile
the scoreboard.
Pl'ecesa ot the rundown, MoreIn the seeond irame ot the iwln Jaead'• eateher Interfered wtta ,
Jerry Schwarz, making his .first
bUI, Jerry Schwan: picked •II Donneli1'• attempted break · aiMi ··
a.ppearance of the season, ex•
.
I
· Ids Heond vletorJ' by 1eatterlnl'
tended X's winning streak to 11 11 hits, aivlnl' up but two rans, wu awarded home· bJ' an ale,. ·
games by picking up his .first walkl!JI' · four and flrlnl' Ualrd 9lall In biue. TJaree 1'111111 were
victory in a fifth inning relief strikes past 11 Morehead batten. tile Mukles needed to put the•
appearance while the· Muskies In the fourtb lllDIDI' Donnell7 baek en· tile wlnnJnc track~
were losing 8·4. The Muskies
bounced back in the bottom of
the sixth inning, rallying for five
APRIL H - Marshall ··11n1verslt:r ai Xavier
runs, the go-ahead run being
APRIL 15 - Ai Keni State Unlversliy
scored on a wild pitch. The
APRIL 11- At Unlvenl~ of Clnelnnatl
Muskies tallied nine runs on
APRIL 19 - University of D~yton at Xavier
nine hits. Geraci, O'Connell and
APRIL 20- Morehead Unlvenn1 at ~avler

an ·

Baseball Games ·This Week

Hawkeye's Sports Quiz
By JOHN HOERNEMANN

J. Who is the only mnjor leaguer e'•er to play for the same !rnnchise in three different cities?
.:!. What ex-baseball g1·eat holds the major league record for
driving in the most i·uns during his rookie season? In what year
was this feat pcrfoi·med? How many RBI's?
3. Can you name the major league team that had a record eleven
players who hit .300 or better during one season? In what year
did this take place?
4. What was the last year in which the Boston Celtics failed to
make. the NBA championship finals? What team defeated them?
~. Before Wilt Chamberlain scored his 100 points, who held the
record for most points in an NBA game?
6. Which horse was the .first winner of racing's ·Triple Crown!°
a) Sir Barton; b) Man o' War; c) Gallant Fox; d) Count Fleet,
"i. The first American race horse to reach the million-dollar mile-.
stone in money-making was: a) Mein o' War; b) Nashua; c) Sitation; c) Wbirlaway.
I. What are the longest and shortest rinks among National Hockey
League teams?
!!. Providence, Buffalo, Quebec and Springfield are mem·bers of
what professional hockey league?
10. Match these NHL players with their representative years in
which they were selected the outstanding rookie:
a) Frank Mahovlich
1) 1951
b) Glenn Hall
2) 1953
c) Gump Worsley
3) 1956
d) Terry Sawchuk
4) 1956
e) Bernie Geoffrion
5) 1958
ANSWERS:
"t (a ~I (p ~<'! (;, ~f! (q ~!l (ll
·an1l11<>'1 A:aJI;)QH ue::ipawv m11<>1-1t1li!<> <iq.L
"l<i<>J 9gr-1sapoqs aq1 Sllll· JJ.mx M<>N
·~;J;)J oo~-lS<>llllOl <>ql .TOJ pa.n a.rn Ho.11aa pue Olll0.10.L '1e<>.tlUO:W:
'.Bt6I ur PIO•.tllaA:-a;i.nn 11 Sll <more 0Lt'60L$
=uipnJJU! 'poJ.Iad .Je<>A'.-aAy e u1 09L'!lBO'I$ pau.iea uon11n:::>
'6I61 ll! l! UOtl<I. UOl.Jll!I l!S (e
'I961 '.taqW<JJ;)(I UJ saya2UV SO'J lSU!tl2ill <lWJll<lhO U!
9)UJOcl BL .TOJ l!4 A[SOO!A<>.1d peq aH •p.toaaJ S!lO p1aq os1e m.M
•spmu aql 2t1Jq::rea.1 wo.q maql paluaAa.td pue syo.A'.11yd 9961 aqi
UJ auo oi S<Jtue2 Ot.\l sna;) aq+ PillllaJ<>P s1et10ff1?N a.snGe.t.CS <iq.L
.
'-llla.J
Jlum!l! lll<>.t2 srq+ paqsncTwo;,a11 s;,na1q-lV e1qd1apenqd LZ6t aq.r.
'litm.t SH sso.1oe aAo.tp swem!.M P<>.L 'uoseas ;s.ty s1q '6C6t u1
'
·uiuenv ur pue 'aa31ne.M
•l!W uo1soa: UJ saA11.1e: aq; .to;i: paA:e1d oqM 's11\aqne.w a1PP3:
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Intramural Champs
The G o o d Potentials w e r e
e1·owned University AA Champs
after winning the finals April 5.
P. Kobui:sen opened the Poten1ials' scoring attack with a quick
bucket. The Raiders took a little
more time to score but found
themselves ahead 3 to 2 after
three minutes. Both squads spent
time trading shots and eontrolling
each other's boards, u n t i I Bill
Reichert put the Good Potentials
up by one and R. O'Connor and
Dick Bell quickly added a bucket apiece to put the Potentials up
for good. The ~otentials began to
dominate both boarcls with about
lour minutes left in the fir.st half.
The Raiders tried ·to catch up
lrom the field, and with f o u r
minutes in the half left pulled to
within three, but the Potentials'
board control put them well
ahead at the half, 25-13.
In the second half the Raiders

Free Throw Contest

'L
"9

Paul Kobussen has won the
Xavier intramural Free Throw
Shooting Contest. There were 21
participants in the contest, held
Monday in the fieldhouse. The
five who reached the finals had
identical scores of 20 out of 25.
Kobu.ssen was named the winner
when he sank 22 of his next 25.
Tom Saoienza finished second
and Bill Tirepzen took third. The
other finalists were John Rini
and Riley O'Connor.
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TEllRY HUGHES- Representin1

HOCKS BUICK COMPANY
3330 READING ROAD

-

NEW AND USED CARS
Business: 961-3300

-

PHONES -

Home: 3Zl-'Jl09

eame out wU.h a more controUed

·e

'!l

overran th~ Animals, Dormi~·"A'.'
League winners, by the ·convinc..
ing score ot S5-18 last Monda7
evening. The Mello Fellows wel'e ·· ·
Jed by Glenn Meyer's 21 point~
Other members who contributf4
to the team's undefeated season
·included C ·o • c h Ken Bl~ssinf•
ts-28.
Mike Dolan, Joe (Russ) Geisef,
The Mello Fellows, Indepen- ·Jim (Moose) ·~acke, Jack (K~C;}
dent "A" League champions, Riemen, and John Schuster.
·

same, llowinir clown the rame

and worlllnl' for their sho•s. Tbe
Potential• played In a similar
manner to retain the lead. Control of the boards was the vital
fae&,r for tile Poten&lals, rlvinl'
them a seeond. ancl third sbot
when needed. Tile final 1core

if she doesn't give it to you.,.
- get it yourself!

JADE EAsr·

Cologne, fi oz., $4.50
After Shave, 6 oz., $3.50

Deodorant Stlclr, $1.75
_ __
Buddha Cologne Gift Packag11, 12 o:r., $8.50 .,;~.'-}i----;~~\ ?
Spray Cologne, $3.50
.- -~;.:;;~;-.. "''
eu ddha s oap G$1f t set, $4.00
C o1ogne, 4 oz., 3.00
After Shave, 4 o:r., f2.50

f:·"',:;:;~'r/tY'.
~,:~c;__?C.

-

£WAtlK,

·

Nm YORK -

\;_;~iiz-.~_~::;-

SOLE ~ISTR/BVTOll

[~~~llf~11:L~~~

Ice-cold Coca-Cola makes any campus "get-together" a party. Coca-Cola has the you never get tired of ••• always refq1hln9. That'• why thln1s 10 btlttr
\Y1th Coke ••• after Coke ••• after Coke.
ta~te

11
"' •• """' 111e •wt11o111J

'

°' 1111 c.c•.c.re c•.,.., •JI!

The Coca-Cola Bottlin1 Works Company, Ctncinnati, Ohio
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It's easy to pick a fight when you .start asking (and answering)
questions like: Which teams have played the nation's toughest
11chedules? Which teams have built up impressive won-lost records
by padding their schedules with soft opposition?
These questions can now be answered by examining the result11
~l a detailed study by Gordon L. Wise, Assistant Professor of Marketing, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio.
. l'...edues Used In tbe S&ady ot Sebedale Strenlth of
. . f30 Selee&ed Collece and Unlvel'!litJ' Basketball Teams
In order that objectivity should be maintained in evaluating the
sh'ength of schedules as played· by the 430 college and university
basketball teams, it was necessary . to adopt an objecUve technique
for 'evaluating the strength of the teams. This was accomplished by
develOping a eompo11He of the results of the "experts" ratings of team
strength as represented in the weekly wire ·service polls. The major
weighting, of course, was assigned to the balloting done in the final
weeks of the polls. This composite produced a total of seventy-four
(7') teams which were judged as "rated teams"-that were chosen
by the "experts" at least som time during the season. Of course,
with the final polls and ratings being most heavily-weighted, the
resulting list of "rated" teams· gave the greatest \'alue to those teams
whose strength was at a peak at or near the end of the season. Numerical values were then assigned to each of the "rated" teams. This
value was determined by the amount of support the various teams
1ot ill the ratings, For example: a third-place rating in one of the
polls was worth more than a tenth-place rating, etc. These numerical
values ranged downward from the 87 points given to UCLA. Here's
what those numerical values mean: a team's schedule woald reeeive
17 "Power Points" for playlnc a neutral eourt same with UCLA,
as· ••Power Points" for a nea&ral court came with Loalsville, ete.
Of colirse, we realize t 1hat playing a "rated team" on Ua own court
makes the schedule still tougher than meeting it on a neutral court
-or·on one's own court. Thus in giving "Power Points" to a team's
11eheclale an adjustment was made so that a sehedule reeelved more
"Power Polnk" for sames played on the road than for camea played

at home.
Jn. a change from other schedule strength studies which we have
made earljer, an attempt .... been made In this latest stady to aasip,
numerleal valaea to teams other than the seventy-four "rated teams."
This,addition is vital since the schedules of many schools contained
games played against'teams whose strength was probably quite close
to that 9f the lesser of the "rated teams," and a thorough evaluation
of schedules must take into consideration the many ·games played
against "non-rated teams." In order that this might be done ob. jectively, a technique was developed whereby the "non-rated" teams
we~e evaluated· on the basis of: 1) their won-lost records, and 2) the
strength of their schedules as determined by the strength of the
conference or league in which they competed (or for independents,
jn the area within which they they drew their opponents).
In all cases the rankings of the "experts" were used as a basis for
deciding upon the strength of schedules-in order that a maximum
of objectivity could be maintained.
:This technique resulted in a numerical value being assigned to
over 500 teams. A partial listing of these teams can be found in
Appendix-Exhibit No. 4. Space limitations forbid a complete listing.
After thus arriving at an evaluation of the strength of teams,
the task of evaluating the strength of schedules followed. Each of
the 430 schools' schedules was examined, and awarded "power points"
for• each game which it contained. This evaluation also awarded
"power points" for all holiday and conference tournament games
played, but it did not include games played in post-season tournaments (like the NIT or NCAA) since such games are not a part of
the· schedule of the school•
.There js sometimes a question raised as to how truly "objective"
th~ wire service polls are in determining who the stroni:- &earns really
are. They have sometimes been criticized as being "popularity contests." However, I believe their use here is justified since: 1) there
is really no good alternative, and 2) taken on a composite basis-and
over a· full season, they appear to do a rather good job of identifying
the'. strong teams. Witness the fact that of the top 30 teams in our
composite of the "experts" choices, 25 were chosen to play in either
t·he NCAA or NIT, and of the five which weren't, four were forbidden
by conference rules to participate in any post-season tourney other
than the NCAA.
A post-season anaiysis of t:he Strength of Schedule of 430 selected
college and university basketball teams.
Schedule
Banlt

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
21
22
41
51
63
64
66

69
72
75

SCHOOL

Wichita State .••....•.......•........•
Kentucky ...............•.... ·. · · ... · •
Washington ...............•..........•
Georgia .......••...•....•...••...•.•..
Wake Forest ......•.•.....•.... · · · · · • •
Vanderbilt ..•.•..••.....•... ·. · · · · · .. •
Drake ...•.....•.......•... •. · · · · · · · · ·
Duke .........•...•..........••.......
Louisiana State .....•..........•.•.....
Louisville , ••• , , . , •••.•• , • , ·~.~ ••••.•.•••
Cincinnati ...................•. • · ... · · .•
Villanova. ...........•••.......••......•
Utah State ..••...•......•....•..... · • •
Xavier .........•..........•..••..... ·•
Marquette .................••...•.....•
St. Joseph's (Pa.) •.....•..••...•.....•
Canasius ...... , ..••••.•..... , ..••• , ...•
Miaimi (Ohio)" •• ; .•.••...•..••.•••.•. ~.
Memphis State •••• , ..•.•.••••.••.•••.•

76

Dayton •••••••••.• ~ , ....•....•.•••. ·-··.·. •
Seattle ~ .••..•.•••..••.•.. • •. · • •..• • •.; • •

83
85

Duquesne •••••••.•••...•.•••••• • • · • · • •
Kansas ..••••.•.••••...........•...•..•

86
90

Wyoming •••••• ••••• •••••••.••••••..••
DePaul ••••••••.••••••••• • •. • • • • • • • • • •

96

Air Force •.•.•. , • , • , ... , ...•...•..•.• •
Kent State ••••••••• , , ••.••.• • • • • • • • · • •

104
119

H5

Schedule's
"Power Points"

Detroit •..•••..•••••........• · • · · · · · · •
St. Bonaventure •••.......•...•.• • • •. · • •
(To Be Continued)
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XU Sailing Club Revan1ps Progra111

This week the Sailing Club is
holding its annual membership
drive, featuring a display of
trophies Jn the lobby of Alter
Hall and one of its new boats in
front of the building, A university recognized club for fifteen
years and a member of the Mid~st Collegiate Sailing Association for eleven years, the Sailing
Club is one- of the fastest growing
organizations on campus. It came
under the direction of the Athletic Department in 1956 and sailing is now a minor sport at Xavier, having both a Fall and a
Spring schedule. The sailors attend regattas all over· the Mid·
west, competing against area colleges and universities and usuaUy
host one regatta each semester at
either Cowan La k e or on the
Ohio River,

tary, Jim Smith; treasurer, John
Schlegel; and publicity director,
Chuck Bales. Membership is open
to all Xavier University students,
whether they are enrolled in the
day or night schools, male or
female. No previous experience
is necessary; sailing instructions
are given through a s e r i e s of
classroom and lakeside seminars.
Meetings are held every Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in North Hall.

The club recently purchased
four new sloop-rigged F 1 y i n g
Dutchmen Juniors and a new
trailer, selling two of its three
Tech Dingies to the University of
Cincinnati. Last fall it was granted an operating budget by the
school for traveling expenses and
maintenance of boats and equip.
ment.

Last weekend, the sailors traveled to DetroU where they placed
eighth in a field of eleven· boats.
The sailors scored 96 of a possible
198 points, beating Purdue, Pon
Huron, and John Carroll. Winning

The Xavier University Sailing
Team began its Spring regatta
sea.son on April 1 here in Cincinnati at the Four Seasons Marina
on the Ohio River. The University of Cincinnati hosted the
event which also included Indiana University, Ohio State, and
Wooster College. Xavier finished
fifth although skipper Bill Wyckoff made first place in two races.

The Sailing Club, coached by
Steve Schultz, has twenty members including its officers: Commodore, Tom G er m a n n; vic;e
commodore, Bill Wyckoff; rear
commodore, Tom Balaban; secre-

TYPllG

the regatta was Ohio Wesleyan
wi&h lU poi n ts followed by
Michigan State, 139; University
of Detroit, 139; Notre Dame, 137;
University of Michican, 131; Kent
State, 113; W a y n e State. llZ;
Xavier 96; Purdue, 95; Port Uul'OD, 113; and John Carroll, ;o,
Skippering in A Division, Tom
Germann with Tim Glutz as his
erew, seored tO of a pos.<;ible 99
points. Pat O'Connor, skippering
In B Division, a n d erewmates
Chuck Bales and Greg Haskell
picked up 51 points. Five team
points were added to the score H
Xaviu drew a bye in the filth
raee.
The sailors will have a break
this weekend before journeying
to Ohio Wesleyan .for the Ohio
Championships on A p r i 1 21.
There they will race against the
University of Cincinnati, Ohio
State, Ohio University, Wooster
College, John Carroll, and Ohio
Wesleyan.

Pl.Y it •mart In the trim ivy
1tyllng of A-1 Tapers slacks I
There'• e gallery of sharp
NO-IRON fabrics and new
colors for guys who
Insist on tho authentic I

Papers, theses, manuscripts.
Neat and accurate. Editing, if
desired. 301;! a page and up.
CALL 922-4'738,
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Maloney Questions War Rationale
B1 MICHAEL MALONEY
•

I

The following is an e:rpression o.f lhe 011inion o.f one Xai•1er
grar/1((1/e st11dc11t 1'.n education, ftffrhael ftfn/oney, and does not
11ecessarily reflect Ilic view of Ille News staff,
Amid the spring greenry and
flowers of North Avondale it is
hard to turn one's attention to
the war in Vietnam, especially
for one who has never known
the horror of war. Yet as an
American citizen I am engaged
in fighting this war. My taxes
help pay for tanks, planes, and ·
napalm bombs. In a demoet·acy
every citizen is responsible fo1·
the actions of his government.

XU NEWS COLUMNIST LORD GRAVELLE and sidekick Modet·ale
Monlwieler enjoy the warm sun of a spring afternoon dul'ing a
leisure moment on the University Center veranda outside the
Musketee1· Grill.
-News (Getz) Photo

Tom Gravelle

Notebook

Thoughts at Present
The "Be-Tn" amounts to a
sentimental form of religion.
It fails to account for the
constant tension between
good and evil in man. By focusing solely on the good,
it makes of him a Dali clock,
a ticking puddle.

•

Needless to say, the war
in Vietnam is the most popular topic of discussion and

rlebate among S'tudents who
think. It is es1>ecial1y important to lhem because it is

our world of gadgets, our
artificial modes of Jiving.
The result m i g h t not be
aesthetically pleasing; but it
would certainly be interesting.

•

The decline of the dialogue is welcomed by t h e
frustrated eucumenist. He is
tired of talking to people he
does not like, of debating
with men who refuse to admit that a difference of opinion exists, of seeking interpersonal relationships at every street comer. He uow
prefers to lay his cards on
the table, instead of bluffing.

closely related to many of
their studies. The war raises
questions in economics, theolo~y. psychology, history,
and philosophy. Fur the r•
more. it may have a proIf it is the case that we
follnd effect on students as are now interested in the Excitb~ens. But few of them are
perience, a complex of senfully convinced that the war sation and thought which
sho11lcl be fought, and few lacks casuality and defies
arc flllly convinced that lhe analysis, but is nonetheless
war should not be fought. true, it would seem that the
It would be nice if someone most important ,..onlempowould explain it. l\T an is, rary poet as spokesman is
afler all, responsible for his Wallace S t e v e n s. For inactions, even in a war.
stance, his poem "Thirteen
Ways of J....ooking at a Black•
Pop art might make more bird" is incomprehensible:
sense if we regard it as an but the read Pr is a ware of
imitation of "Nature." It being in it. and of experiencwo11ld then serve lo mirror ing its truth.

F.OTC Cadet Corps
Honors SMF Anniversary
On April 14 at 1:30 p.m., the
entire ROTC Cadet Corps will
pass in review in honor of the
50th anniversary of the Service
to Military Families, ari agency
of the American Red Cross. Offi·
cials representing the Cincinnati
Chapter will include Mr. Alvin
Vitz, vicc-chail'man; Miss Kathleen Petit, dil'ector of the SMF;
and Dr. Charles F. Wheeler of
X:wier who is chairman of the
SMF. In addition, a delegation
of staff membet·s and volunteer
workers of the SMF will be in
attendance.
Acco1·ding to Dr. Wheeler, the
SMF, known until 1963 as Home
Service, has the responsibility of
rendering aid to men in the armed fo1·ces and to their families,

SHIRT
LAUNDRY

THE

161& Montromel'.7 Be. .
EVANSTON
One Block South of Da_na
Few Blocks North of the Dorm

such as ·arranging an emergency
leave to the military individual in
the event of serious illness or
death in his immediate family.
Dr. Wheeler further stat~d that
the Cincinnati Chapter a 1 o n e
handled a case load of approximately 5,000 in the .year 1966.
The facuHy and student body,
are cordially invited to witness
the review to be held on the
drill field.

The fact of my personal responsibility for the deadly serious
business of Americans and Vietnamese killing each other lends
a special urgency to the discussion of the morality of this war.
The Catholic Ch11reb baa for
eeniuries mainiained that the
s&a&e bas the ril'ht &o wan war
under certain rather rlcld eon•mons, Jn aetuallty this doctrine has almost alwa1s been
rendered sterile beeawie Catholics have failed to apply it to a
eonere&e situation. Twenty 1ears
after Bamburc, Bremen, Hiroshima, and Na.-asald, moral tlleolocians are finally a,-reeinc that
there was macb to be eondemned
in Ameriea's eonduet et World
War II. It is enou1b a. make
one wonder if twenty_ ,.ears from
now the Catholie eonselence will
not suffer remorse e-,,er the war
in Vietnam. History should have
lauC"ht ua that an lnstlt•lion eannot he taken for •ranted, at leut
b7 a Chri9tlan,

After five years of fighting, the
end of this war seems no nearer
than it was in 1961. After five
more years of fighting in an ever
broadening theatre of violence,
will we 'have convinced the
Asians that we have learned to
practice peace and freedom? wm ·
we have saved Vietnam or deatroyed it?
. These are questions that must

be asked at Xavier because we
are responsible members of a
democracy, and because we claim
to have a Christian conscience.
None .of us really believe that
Christ condones using napalm on
women and children. Fear of
Communism has d r i v e n our
country into a state of paranoia,
The cost of war propaganda _runs
high in social pathology,
Herein, no doubt, there He
some oversimplifications or °'isinterpretations. The evidence is
very complex. Yet r am convinced that if Christianity is to
exist in this post-Christian era
with any meaning or vitality we
must try to engage it even where
the1·e is complexity and political
controversy. Christ is needed nowhere so much as where there is
crisis. After we have made a
trail of death and fire over
Southeast Asia it will be too late
to try to make moral judgments.

This Summer, Better Yourself

• 2. The state has a right to
wage war only as an exfreme
measure o t counter-aggressive
defense. There was no great question of aggression in Vietnam
originally. Some argue that American refusal to hold free elections
and the oppressive ·measures of
the p1,1ppet Diem regime with its
failure to effect social reforms
provoked the war of national
liberation. It would be hard to
call the military action of a
nationalist leader, Ho Chi Minh,
strict aggression at that time,
since it came as a response to a
U. S.-Diem ref us al to permit
Vietnamese reunification unc:Jer
the Geneva plan.

GILBERT AVE. CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH, Inc.
Z131 Gilbert Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio

808 McBRADY, Class of '66, Sales Representative
Telephone 961-5800 - w - 631-9464-19 - Broekman Ball
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• 4. The right to wage war is
based on the necessity of national
self-defense. Waging war for revenge is immoral. What does
Vietnam have to do directly. with
American self defense? Revenge?
About the bombing of North
Vietnam President Johnson has
said, ". • . we sought to impose
on North Vietnam a cost for violation of its international agreements."

• 5. To be just any war must
be just in its basic causes and
motives and also in the means
used. Despite constant protestations to the contrary by our
1overnment, there. seems to be
more or less indiscriminate-even if "indirect" - killing of
civilians in Vietnam. How else
could 500,000 civilians, largely
perhaps women and children,
have been killed and twice that
~t is with this consideration. in many wounded1 The use of
~ind t.hat I offer the .followmg . _napalm, the destruction of crops
d1scuss1on of the morahty of the and livestock and the use of
war in Vietnam. As a basis for toxic gases ~lso must be condiscussion I am commenting on demned •
the most cunent statement of
the principles governing the jusAs a JtL'lt war this eonfllet ha•
tification of war as enunciated no rationale. There is no proporby Father Bernard Haring, one tion between the good we hoped
ot the Church's leading moral
to do and &be evil we are doinc
theologians.
in escalatin,- into more and more
• I. War must always be the destruction. If we f e a r e d the
final resort, the last extreme
measure in the political order. Communists would liquidate disAmerican intet·vention in Viet- Sl'nters is that worse than- what
nam was not the last resort by we have wreaked in death and
any means. In 1956 why could destruction? If we feared &bat
we not have tried to implement
the Geneva solution of free elections in Vietnam'! War was our
fil'st resort.

BACHELOR SERVICE

••·HOU• satVIC& •

• 3. Every offensive wat· in
the strict sense is immoral. Again
in Vietnam it is not so cleat•
who is on the offensive. The
Kennedy administration seems to
ha\'C held that the Vietnamese
conflict was a civil war or an
effort contained essentially within South Vietnam. In 1963 Gen•
eral Harkins, Head of U. S. Op•
erations in South Vietnam, said,
"The guerillas are obviously not
being reinforced or supplied systematically from North Vietnam,
China, or any other place. They
depend primarily on what they
can capture."

Ho Chi Minh would limit freedom, can we say that anyone bas
had freedom under Diem and
Ky? Anyone, that is, other tbaa
lhe croup or contented former
French sycophants and others
who have prospered under foreign domination, If we feared
&hat Communism would advance
in Southeast Asia, have we ever
pondered what $22 billion a year
would do to develop Laos, Cambodia, and Thailand? If we wanted to establish American influence in Southeast Asia, did we'
ealculate &he cost in lives and
money and national prestige and
the cost of neglectinc Latin
Ame1·ica and Africa, not to mention the slums and Appalachia. If
we were eoncerned about the
freedom of &he Vie&naniese, whF
were we afraid &o eonsuH the•
about their freedom?

Pb•• '111-HH

Move Up to The Oxfor4s
EXCrrlNG LIVING-Large living room with brick wall decor.
Furnished and unfurnished. Near campus on Dana Avenue. Aii'
conditioning and recreation room. Very economical.

CONTACT DENNIS F. CAPONI -

281-8757

Don't be confused by
Chaucer-set· Cliff's
Note1. In tan1ua1e
that'• easy to underataild, Cliff'• t4otes expertly' explain and
summarize Tiii C1nhrllurj Talll. Cliff's
.Notes will improve
)Our unclerstandinsand your 1;ades. But
don't stop with Ch1ueer. There are more
than J25 Cliff's Notes
coverin1 all the frequently ...lped pl11y1
Md novell. Look for
them In the bold blltk
.nd y1Uow-1trlp1d
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Jim Luken

ENCORE

Wait Until Dark, the most recent play at the Shubert, brngs
of moving grown men to shrieks,
but I have my doubts. As in most
plays and movies billed as "thrillers," everything is stacked toward one strong scene; it is hoped
that the effect of this scene will
be sufficiently stunning to justify
t•he big buildup in the bulk part
of the play which has gone before. (Recall the movie Cireular
Stairease.) Wait Until Dark, featuring the husband and wife team
of Jack Cassidy and Shirley
Jones, comes off as merely adequate melodrama. The climax is
simply not worth waiting for.
It is a very good scene, and very
successful theatricnlly; but the
p Io t which accounts for that
.scene is often boring and corny,
and especially o v e r - long. The
play will be released soon as n
movie, and you can judge for
yourself. Fu r th er description
would .spoil what effect there is.

• • •

A much-heralded movie has
been A Man and a Woman, the
French flicker which took the
Catholic Film Critics award. I
found ·the movie to be excellent

J ._,. . .

In •"'' ••d ex.,emoly poo, In
others. This is the story of a
widow and a widower who meet
by chance, and then beautifully,
simply, come together. The scenes
with the children of the two are
superbly clone; and the reunion
of the man and the woman when
thousands of miles apart, each
realizes his love for the other, Is
enhanced by some outstanding
photography. But some parts, especiany the racing scenes, became extremely long and dis-
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Four Seasons
Appear at Mount
Tickets will still be availnble
for most of the next week for
the Four Seasons concerts at the
Mount next Friday, reported
Lynne Feldhaus, co-chairman of
the project.
Anyone wishing to purehase
tickets for either of the two -Friday night shows may do llO by
ealling 90-4200, Extension 302
during tb.e day or Extension 227
or the switehboard at night. Tickets may also be obtained by visiting the Mount or by sending an
order wl&b a ebeck or money
and a stamped, self-addressed
envelope, indicating the show for
which the dekets are requested.
Tickets should be obtainable
up to the night before the concerts, but probably will not be
available at the door, Miss Feldhaus revealed.

Auley. The computer program
has been in. development since
last summer and is the product
of the Physics Club president,
Mike Doherty, '67, who has received assistance from other· club
members, through the courtesy
of the Xavier Computer Center.
The project uses questionnaire
information to match girls and
boys for a dance. Xavier freshmen are invited to participate in
this premiere of CUPID; the
dance is scheduled. for April 15.
Upperclassmen will have to wait
for a later date when the: Physics
Club plans the project lor the
Mount, OLC, and XU.

XU Biology Club
To Present 'Zamani'
Zamani-primitive medicine as
practiced around the wo1·ld-is
the third Xavier BiolOgy Club
presentation of the year to the
enti.re Xavier community.
Dr. Joseph L. Modic will narrate the .1ilm, which pictures Jive
medical operations, on Friday,
April 21, at 7:30 in the Cash
Room. After the film an informal
and leisurely discussion with :refreshmen~ will take place i-n the
Hearth Room.
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CUPID Aims at Muskies
The Xavier University Physics
CI u b is . sponsoring "Project
CUPID" (Computer Undertakes
Picking Ideal Dates) for a dance
to be given by the McAuley High
Blazer tomorrow night at Mc-

'"e,
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Fahrenheit 451 was a real disappointment. The theme of bookburning is dwelt upon at encyclopediatrlc lengths, until we
almost v.;ish it were the film thnt
were burning instead of the
books. Oscar Werner was aclequate as the legal library arson
turned, quixoticly, reader of his
own "damned" books. Julie
Christie is surprisingly bad in her
dual role; and the "book people"
ending was just too much - pure
corn.
Next week: Blow-up and A
M!ln for All Seasons.
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Need Cash?
How often have you f o u n d
yourself at the end of a week
with an empty wallet? This is
one thing you won't have to worry about if you're a card.;.canying member of the XU Young
Democrats. One of their numerous activities is a recently adopted Loan Program. Through the
program, members will be allowed to bonow tfve dollars, interest
free, for a period of two weeks.
This is the first program of its
kind and. the Young Dems are the
only club on campus to offer this
convenient privilege to its members.
Another program for the club
ts a Study-Tutor program. In this
program underclassmen ean receive weekly academic assistanee
and tutoring in fields where they
are encounterinl' diffieuUy.
Also planned for the future is
a trip to Rome, Italy which would
include tours of the city and its
historic and cultural heritage.
A Job Placement program wilt
also be implemented. This program would ·find summer employment for Young Dems in an
uea of their interest.

h.i.s® gives tradition
a kick in
the pants

Alchemysts _Cited as ·''Outstanding''
By MIKE HENSON, News Associate EdUor

Each year, the American Chemical Society selects a
number of its undergraduates affi)iated in more than 450
colleges fo be recognized as "outstanding." 'fhis is the
sixth vear that Xavier's Alchemyst Club has been so honored. ··.rwent.y-four other colleges also ranked.
As part of "a program aimed
at developing attitudes of professionalism among students interested in chemistry as a career," the Society bases the award
on the activities of each chapter,
Included in the activities for
which the clu·b has been commended are a number of academic and. social functions.
The Club holds an annual banquet, which parodies the Honors
Convention, and maintain
examination file in the library as
perennial projects,

an

The Alchemyats were the orfr·
lnators of the noats for Home•
eomlnl'. In order to keep up the
tradition, tlleJ were the only oneampua ersanlsation &o .-oduee
a float
1ear.
They maintain an athletic ri·

•bl•

''airy with the graduate assistants.
Last year, they conducted a
!lafety survey of the chemistry
department, checking ou·L the
safety features of the· luboratol'ies.
For the future, a field trip to
Chemical Abstrncts in Columbus
is planned for President's day,
Five seniors will go to Lexington
to present senior t-hesis research
papers at the University of Kentucky. In the past two years,
Xavier students have won first
prize in the physical-organic section.
On Mother's Day, Xavier will
hold a similar meeting. No program has been se.t up, but 1ev•
eral chapters will be represented.
The local ACS has given lift)'
dollars toward Uds project.

In 1965, the club's moderator,
Dr. Richard T. O'Neill, was asked
to be a member of a panel of
moderators at an ACS Conveniion In Detroit. He gives as the
reason for the selection, "We
have such a &ood club." He emphasizes that the club is largely
student-run. "I run It as little
as possible; It runs me."
There are at present approximately thirty members, every
chemistry major and some premeds whom Fr. Ratterman permits. This yea1"s officers are:
Chairman, Joe Scheve; ViceChail'man, James Hinnencamp;
Secretary - Treasurer, Frederick
Kernen; Social Chairman, Robert
Murphy, and Projects Chairman,
Ed Yokely,
The meaning of this award for
the individual student is that
.. It is apriori proof that he is
interested in chemistry as a profession, and a professional perhas the responsibility to join
and serve hia professional orcanization."

•on

with bold Glen Plaids featuring Dacron:
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I The News Asks You I

Physics Major
. Wins NSF Grant

The Question: After livlnc In
Cincinnati as a student for four
fears, what is your 011inio11 of
t.11e cHy1

Dan Kruse, '67
Cleveland, Ohio
Cincinnati comes in for a lot
ef unfair criticism fl'Om fellows
from larger cities and out of
atate. These follows don't realize
that it's 11ot recognized as a large
city.
For a city of
its size, I think
Cincinnati has
an awful lot to
offer in business
and industry,
Especially a dvantageous f o r
studcn ts are Uic
many convenient cultura I opportunities such
as the Symphony and lhe Play·house in the Park. These arc
conveniently located, especially
for Xavier students.
There is a conservative altitude
prevalent in the city, An example
Is the long deliberation and argument over the proposed stadium. In addition, it is very difficult for anyone to establish himself in Cincinnati unless he was
born and raised here. In this respect it is a city of families.
i,:

Ton.v Vaccaro, '67
Port Chester, New Ym·k
Being from New York, just 30
miles east of New York City, I
definitely think Cincinnati is a
conservative city, a little too conservative fol' me. I know that in
most cases, for example, the contractors d o 11' t
make much
mo n c y here.
Cincinnati lost
its chance at a
football f r a nchise because ol
i t s he sit a lion.
It's just a little
too slow compared to other
cities.
Cincinna Li a !so has the wol'st
drivers in the world.
WhaL I miss most Jrom Ne\V
York urc the Broadway plays
and the atmosphere of Greenwich Village, which I look forward to at home.
On the plus side, I would sa.v
that Cincinnati has adequate rcc1·eational and cultural facilities,
such as the zoo, conservatory, and
symphony. Especially important

t-0 me is that most of the people
arc friendly and helpful. The day
students I know, as well as their
families, have been very ft•iendly. I enjoyed spending Thanlts•
giving at a day student's house.
•

$

..

Leonard "Rod" Rodrirue•, '87
Blythe, California
Maybe I have a diffel'ent view
being from California w h e r e
things are pretty eccentl'ic, and
people arc always on the go. I
can sec that Cincinnati is quite
conservative. H c re everything
follows a set pattern. Nothing is
spontaneous. Although I find Cincinnati a very friendly city, I
would say that it is very settled
compared to the West Coast.
I'm r r om a
small town out
th c re, and I
came out here
just to see and
become a part
of the Midwest.
Fr o m Cincinnati I have met
a n interesting
rcpresen tat i o n
of people from
this part o! the country.
However, Cincinnati as a town
needs a lot of improvement. In
its own way it is making progress; but this progress is slow;
and watching it is a fascinating
aspect of the city.
Cincinnati does offer many cultura I op port unities.
I would summarize Cincinnati
as a nice big, quiet city. I do like
it because of its tendency to seem
sm:ill despite its size. It retains
the good aspects of a small town.
Although my hometown, Blythe,
has a population of only 7,000, I
al ways felt that I knew where
I was going in Cincinnati. I never
felt lost.

Robert B. Hct'l'mann, Xavier
University physics student, has
been awa1·ded a National Science
Foundation fellowship for gl'aduatc study.
Son of Mr. and Mrs. William
Herrmann, 7857 Martin St., young
Henmann will be graduated
summa cum laude from Xavier
in June,_ His grade average is
3.86 out of a possible 4.0.
Heri·mann plans to do gnduate
work at St. Louis University's
department of geophysics.
The fellowship provides full
tuition and fees plus a living
stipend of $2,400 and is renewable.
Al Xavier Herrman has worked three years as student assistant in the XU seismological
observatory and has co-authored
papers presented before the Ohio
Academy of S c i e n c e. He is a
graduate of Roger Bacon High
School.

Hart to Visit FSU
John B. Hart, chairman of the
Xavier University physics department, has accepted an appointment as visiting professor at
Florida State University,
The appointment becomes e!.fcctive in June of this year and
runs to Septe111ber; 1968. Hart
has been granted a leave of absence from his Xavie1· post to
enable him to accept the assignment.
At FSU, Hart will be engaged
in writing physics textbooks for
a junior high school science curriculum project sponsored by the
U. S. Office of Education. Florida
State is .the national center for
this work.
· Hart has been on the Xavier
faculty since 1950 and has been
head of the physics department
since September, 1958.

Bill Ba/Iner

Tit and Pl

Mass and Vatican II
Just how fat' a way from the
spirit of Vatican II is the Holy
Sacrifice of Ute Mass? No, not
just far f1·om the spil'it; docs
it at times seem to go against the
•ery letter of the Documents?
I think I can argue to this conclusion by comparing parts of the
Mass with parts of the Docume1tts, to show that even though
we ·h3\'e made changes ah'cady
in the lVJass, some of these have
to some extent been trivial, dealing only with superficial details;
·I think that we may sec a great
many m o re significant areas
where change is needed badly and
whei·c such change has not yet
·taken place. Let's look at a few
of these al'eas.
First of all, we can start with
the idea Vatican II offers us of
the Church-as a personal, unified community, with 'her membe1·s all concerned with one another as persons; the idea of the
closely-knit People of God, coming together as friends who are
open and kind and aware of each
other. Contrast to this the image
received in most cases at Sunday Mass: an impersonal, oversized congregation, just a faceless collectivity, each one like
some&hlng individual, lined up
next· to each other object; a
grnup of individuals with hardly any consciousness of togethe1·ness, of family love. We could
just as well be a bunch of commuters·crnwded around the buses
at Fountain Square, or a c1·owd
in a movie theatre, all strange1·s
to each othel'.
The Offertory should, it seems
from the notion of the luit.r"s
priesthood, emphasize the personal and communal offering
of selves, devoting ourselves to
helping, bettering, and improving ourselves, others, and our

friendship with our divine
Friends. Yet at Mass all the emphasis seems to be placed on
the bread and wine, tblnp, not
pe1·sons offering themselves; and
they no longer stand for the basis
·sustenance of life - meat and.
milk would be much more apprnpriate today, or some 1uch
food.
The emphasis in Vatican D
Is on man's freedom ancl dlpUJ'
as a son of God, with a positive
view of freedom-freedom FOR,
freedom TO. The l\lass still places
at the center the idea of freedom
FROM without any rrea& concern
with what we're &o do once we've
rotten our souls out of Hell, out
of &he devil's elukhes, once we're
wiped free of &he s&ains of sin.
And a& Communion Ume, when
in dicnHy ancl freedom we co to
encounter Christ, reconeilinc us
in Jove and rrace, wha& do we
say but "Lord, I AM NOT WORTHY • , ." Why no& a· happy,
Joyful, clad worcl in CELEBRATION. And here araltt, the n~n
(or an&I-) personal element i1
shown when the pries& says, "The
BODY of Christ." Isn't
Christ
the PERSON, Cltl'ist the GODMAN, that we meet in an. intimate way at Communion? Why
do we picture Him as Christ the
little piece or flesh, the physical
and material as opPoSe4 &o the
alive, dynamic pers.onal?
We conclude the Mass with the
phrase, ''lte, missa est," which is·
mis-translated as "Go, the Mass
is ended." Unless my memory of
Latin is wrong, mit&o means &O
send, and the meaning is that the
Mass, the People of God, have
been sent out of church to con-.
tinue in action their daily lives
the work that was started during
the past 'hour. Isn't it time we
started work on the Mass?
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Psi Chi Elects,
I niticttes
Recently Psi Chi, the national
honor society in psychology, intiatcd 18 members and elected new
officers for the following year.
The new members arc: Michael
D. Brosnan, Richard E. Dimond,
.John L. Esselman, Kenneth J.
Finck, Jose R. Gomez Jr., Jcffrc1
S. Greenstein, Ronald A. Huvcns,
Sister M a u r a Heinberg, Sister
Anne Ellen Judd, Timothy J,
Knight, Paul M. Maxian,, Sister
M. Benita Reis, John R. Russell,
John B. Ryan, Gary T. Voegele,
William G. Walsh, James F. Washcrman, and Brot.he1· Lawrence
Welling.
Newly installed officers are:
.John J. Blas~. president; Richard
Dimond, vice president; JetTret
G1·eenstcin, secretar,-; .J oh a L
Russell, treasurer.
The purpose o! Psi Chi is lo
advance the science of psycho!•
ogy, and to cncoUl·age, stimulate,
and maintain scholarship of the
individual members in all fields,
particularly in psychology, Mcm•
bcrship, !or both unclergraduat•
and g1·aduatc students, is deter•
mined by lhei1· scholastic abilil7,

Camaro's lower, wider,heavier;roomier
than any other car at its price. And starting today,
there's another reason to buy right away:
,!pecially equipped Camaros at special savings.
. You get all this : the big 155-hp Six,
luxe steering wheel ~nd extra interior 'trim,
wheel covers, whitewalls, bumper guarcls, front •nd rear,
wheel opening moldings ancl ltocly side striping.
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NO EXTRA COST I
Now, during th• sale, the sp•clal hood stripe

and floor-mounted shift for the 3-1p•etl transmisalM
ar• avallalal• at no extra costl
SH your Chevrolet dealer now and 1avel
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